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Vicar’s letter ~ Revd Jeffrey James 

I’ve been reflecting in recent weeks on the nature of 

fear, because it seems there’s a lot of it about. 

Particularly, there seems to be a lot of fear prompted 

by the prospect of Bulgarian and Romanian people 

seeking to move to Britain. There are various 

assertions about the number of people who will come, 

but no certainty. Likewise there are assertions, but no 

verified facts, about the impact their presence will have 

on local communities and on public services. The language used in 

certain parts of the media has not helped with the use of stereotypes 

and exaggeration to build a climate of fear and hostility. I find it 

important to remember that the newspapers and other media channels 

that trade in this kind of engineered hysteria do so because their 

readers, listeners or viewers come back for more. So whilst some parts 

of the media evidently contribute to aggravating fears about the scale 

and impact of migration, they don’t create the fear, it’s already there.  

Fear of the stranger is a very common human experience and we are 

very acute observers of difference. As well as obvious physical 

differences such as skin colour, and social differences such as language, 

we notice differences in manner and behaviour that signal whether the 

other acts and thinks as we do. For many of us, our willingness to trust 

the unknown person is tied in with our ability to recognise difference. It 

seems we find it easier to trust those who are like us and to be 

suspicious of those who aren’t. None of this is new; it’s an experience 

known of those who have lived in more than one community or in 

communities made up of people with different backgrounds and 

cultures. None of it is inevitable either. The willingness to engage with 

the other, to seek relationship and to make community, is a matter of 

conscious choice and effort.  

The Christian tradition, drawing on its Jewish heritage, sets great store 

by engaging with the other because it makes a fundamentally important 

claim about every single human being. Each unique person 

is a child of God and so is entitled to our respect and has a 

claim on our attention. More than that, we are encouraged 

to see the stranger as our neighbour and to love our 

neighbours as ourselves. In place of the socially corrosive 

acid of fear, the gospel offers us the fruitful soil of 

neighbourly love in which all might flourish. It’s our choice 

whether we respond fruitfully or fearfully. 
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Parish of St Mylor: Regular Services 

St Mylor with All Saints, Mylor Bridge 
www.stmylor.org.uk 

   

  Friends of St Mylor Church 
Registered charity number 1129030 

 

Parish Lunch 
Saturday 15 February 

Mylor Junior School 

12.30 for 1 pm 

Tickets £6 from committee or 

01209 820357 or 01326 373128 
 

Raising Funds for St Mylor & All Saints  

Sundays 

8am Holy Communion* St Mylor 

9am Holy Communion All Saints 

10.30am Parish Eucharist St Mylor 

4pm Evening Prayer* All Saints 

*these services use the 1662 Book of Common Prayer 
 

Wednesdays 

10am Holy Communion All Saints 
 

For feast day services and other occasions,  

see church notice boards 

Enquiries about baptisms, weddings or funerals should be made 

to Revd Jeff James on 01326 374408 or at 

priest@jayscottassociates.co.uk 

The Churchwarden, Judy Menage, can be contacted on  

01326 259909 or at judymenage@gmail.com 
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Chapel news: After the Christmas celebrations were over and 

the children from the Junior Church had their Christmas party at 

the cinema, watching the Disney production of Frozen, (a great 

time was had by all) January passed quietly, apart from the 

storms. We now look forward to our first Family Service of 2014. 

This will be held on Sunday 23 February at 10.30 am and once 

again the children will be leading the service with songs and 

their favourite bible stories. Please come and support them on 

this date or any of our services at the same time. For further 

information contact me on 01326 376241. 

Vyv Curnow 
 

Church news: Wednesday 14 January was the 200th 

anniversary of the sinking of the Queen Transport on that same 

morning in 1814. It was bringing troops and their families home 

from the Peninsular war. On the 13th January it dropped anchor 

off Trefusis point, when there was a great storm overnight. The 

ship quickly broke in two, with the loss of 195 of the 330 troops 

and families on board. 

Flowers were placed on the memorial to this disaster in the 

churchyard, close to the harbour gate, on the anniversary, and 

prayers were offered at morning prayer on 14 January for those 

who perished and also at midweek communion the following day, 

both at All Saints Church. 

The memorial to those who perished is just one of the 

fascinating memorials and graves in our beautiful churchyard. 

Our team of churchyard workers have now made every grave 

accessible, and it is a wonderful place to just wander and 

contemplate the lives of those long gone. We also have a 

database of all the graves and memorials so that we can answer 

questions about who is buried where. We also have a churchyard 

walk which gives details of the most interesting graves and 

memorials – why not come down and walk the walk, and find 

yourself back in another time, when life was celebrated in poetry 

and prose no longer used.  

Judy Menage  

Church and Chapel News 
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Community News and Views 

Parish Council meeting: 6 January in Mylor Parish Hall. Concerns 

were raised by the public regarding the lack of time allocated for public 

participation. It was generally thought that 15 minutes was adequate 

but there are occasions when it is difficult to include all points raised in 

the time available. The public are also encouraged to write to the Parish 

Clerk and individual Parish Councillors can always be contacted.  

Katie Jose explained her role as a Countryside Ranger. It is Cornwall 

Council's responsibility to maintain parish footpaths and signs. The ‘side 

growth’ on the paths is the responsibility of the land owners. In the past 

the Parish Council has entered into a partnership with Cornwall Council 

and arranged for the cutting of the ‘up growth’. Two years ago funding 

was reduced after the paths were rationalised. The Parish Council felt 

the funding offered was not adequate for the job to be done. The 

footpaths are graded and placed on a ‘Cutting Map’. Some are allocated 

by Cornwall Council, for one or two cuts per year, some as required and 

some not at all. It has been agreed for Councillor Robson and the 

Countryside Ranger to review the Cutting Map to resolve problems. 

Membership of the larger Advisory Panel is open to all parishioners 

interested in helping with the future development of the plan. The dates 

of all meetings will be advertised on the Village notice boards in 

Flushing and Mylor; everyone is welcome to come. The next meeting of 

the Advisory Panel will be in February so keep an eye on the notice 

boards. The parish Work Party will start again in February, as the sun 

will be returning! Anyone interested in helping with small jobs around 

the parish, please contact me.  

The finger post at the top of Rose Hill has been removed for 

maintenance by Cormac. The Milestone Society complimented the 

parish on how smart all the finger posts look after their careful painting, 

and several other parishes will be contacting Mylor to see how this was 

achieved. Illegal parking at the bottom of St. Peters Hill, Flushing, is 

again a problem. The double yellow lines were put in place to facilitate 

bus turning. The bus company has threatened to discontinue the service 

to Flushing if buses cannot safely turn so please be considerate.  

Parish Council meetings take place on the first Monday of the month at 

either Mylor Village Hall or Flushing Village Club. Public participation is 

from 7.15 to 7.30pm or concerns/queries/comments can be sent to 

mylorpc@btinternet.com or in writing to the Clerk. Further details can 

be seen on Village Notice boards or www.parish-council.com/mylor. 

Jan Robson 



 

Claire 
 

Freelance hair  

and beauty therapist  

Oxford trained  NVQ III 
 

Professional  

Hair Dressing  

in your own home 
 

Highly qualified & experienced 
 

Please call Claire on 

01326 560960 

or 

07899 868588 

Community News and Views ~ continued 

Garden Club: David Chapman was our first speaker of the new 

year. He is a talented wildlife photographer and his talk 'Living with 

Nature' was illustrated with many of his photographs.  

He is also well known for his very individual 

jumpers. On this occasion the one he wore had 

amusing clues to the names of various birds.  

David and his wife live on a five acre small 

holding which they have planted to attract 

wildlife. They also keep chickens, pigs and sheep. 

These animals play their part in keeping the land 

in balance for the insects and birds which David 

photographs for the books he writes. It was an 

entertaining evening, even if not many of us will be following his 

example and planting nettles, dandelions or thistles to attract 

bugs. Our next speaker on 10 February is Radio Cornwall's very 

entertaining Tracy Wilson talking on Plant Propagation.  

Maggie Farley 
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Community News and Views 

Fal River Buses: The new bus service number 330 from Flushing 

to Truro via Perranwell, Carnon Downs and Playing Place picked up 

its first passengers from Mylor 

at 9.35 am on Tuesday 17th 

December. Tim Light (Extreme 

right in picture) was there to 

see his trial service start and 

was pleased that the bus would 

be full. Indeed, he told me that 

he had his car ready in the car 

park in case there was 

insufficient space for everyone. 

He has received plenty of encouragement from Sarah Newton MP 

and from local residents and hopes that the service may become a 

regular feature after the six week trial is over.  

Michael Jeans-Jakobsson 

 

Creative Writing: Were you given one of those attractively 

decorated journals or notebooks for Christmas? They come in all  

colours of the rainbow and in all shapes and sizes, often with a pen 

to match. What’s more, they often lie unused for the rest of the 

year, although we might plan to take them on holiday or use them 

to record daily life. If your notebook is languishing on the desk or 

beside the bed, you could bring it along to Tremayne Hall on  

Saturday 22 February for a creative writing workshop from 

10.30am -12.30pm. Jane Moss, a local writer and tutor, is running 

a ‘taster’ for anyone interested in writing. She will provide some 

prompts and themes for inspiration, and you can have fun and 

learn new skills along the way. This is a one off session, but Jane 

would love to set up a regular group and host further workshops if 

there is enough interest - so why not come along and try it out? 

The session is £7.50 per person and places are limited, so please 

email me at janeemoss@outlook.com, or phone 01326 377419 to 

book your place. 

Jane Moss 
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Community News and Views ~ continued 

Cornwall Samaritans: Every six seconds, somebody contacts Sa-

maritans, which shows the importance of our organisation. Our 

branch was established in the early 70’s and has gone from 

strength to strength, in fact last year nearly 53,000 callers con-

tacted us at our branch in Treyew Road, Truro.  

Samaritans operate on the guiding principles of the founder Chad 

Varah. By active listening, exploring feelings, options and support, 

callers will hopefully find their distress reduced and have a better 

understanding of their situation. Samaritans don’t give advice or 

impose their personal views and work with absolute confidentiality. 

Samaritans are just ordinary people who, with intensive training, 

have learnt to listen actively. Remember, you don’t have to be feel-

ing suicidal to call us. We’re here 24 hours every day, whatever 

your problems. To contact us either as a caller or as a potential 

volunteer, ring 01872 277277 or email jo@samaritans.org. 

Richard Sutton 
 

False Widow Spiders: (Steatoda nobilis). Many will have heard 

of these and the media-hype that goes with them, so I thought it 

was time for some facts: 

> They have been living here quite peaceably 

since the late 1800’s, probably as an import 

from the Canary Islands. 

> To get bitten is extremely rare in the UK 

where no one has ever died of a spider bite. You are statistically 

more likely to be stung by a wasp or even bitten by a dog. 

> The number of confirmed bites from false widow spiders is low 

but they are capable of biting humans if handled without due 

care. It is not aggressive but may bite if accidentally squashed or 

trapped in clothing. The bite can be painful. 

> Learn how to distinguish this spider from others and remove any 

from your home if you wish. False Widows have various abdominal 

marks but always have a lighter line at the front. The Natural  

History Museum website www.nhm.ac.uk has a lot of reliable info. 

If you just Google ‘False Widow Spider’ you will find a lot of sites, 

but most are just hype.                                             Dorrit Smith 
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Community News and Views ~ continued 

Tremayne Hall Supporters Club: Built originally as a poor house 

and converted into a school then a village hall before its recent 

makeover, the Tremayne Hall is at the historical, physical and 

social centre of our village. Many will be in the Supporters Club 

monthly draw already, helping with the inevitably costly upkeep of 

this Grade 2 Listed asset. But as original members move on, 

numbers are reducing. Half the money raised goes to the hall’s 

maintenance and improvement, and right now the need for 

redecoration is giving the Management Committee considerable 

concern. The other half goes as prizes: top prize £100, with a 

number of smaller prizes reflecting the number of players each 

month. So, with the chance of winning up to £100 for £1 per 

month, you are also definitely helping maintain our precious hall. 

To join, complete an application form available in the lobby or from 

me (01326 374073), which gives details of how to pay. The easiest 

way is to fill in a standing order - we do the rest.    Terry Chapman 
 

Lunch Club: Thanks to Mylor Sessions, 

50 people went to the Lemon Arms on 

17 December for a lovely Christmas 

Lunch. A delicious turkey meal with all 

the trimmings was provided by Allan 

and Leane Rose. We were entertained 

with a selection of Cornish songs and 

carols by The Lemonnaires , adding to the festive atmosphere.  

The following day, 18 of us braved the awful weather to go by car 

to Penryn College for a delightful concert and tea. It was much 

enjoyed by everyone with especial praise for the friendly and polite 

manner of the students whose smiling welcome (and umbrellas!) 

were much appreciated.                                          Sarita Perkins 
 

Mini-Snippets: (Anonymous comments by Mylor residents) 

*  I recently won the Tremayne Hall Supporters Club draw after a 

12 year wait. But I don’t mind as the money goes to a very good 

cause. A big thank you to all the people who keep it going. 

* I wish someone would start line-dancing in the village. 

Compiled by Val Jeans-Jakobsson 
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01326 373530 
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Community news and views ~ continued 

Gentle Dental: Adam Randall has 

practiced in Newquay since 1990 and 

he opened a new surgery in Mylor on 

16 January. Initially, the surgery will 

only operate on Thursday afternoons, 

though his wife Helen will also be at 

the reception desk on Thursday  

mornings.  

With hygienist Hayley McComb and dental technician Anthony  

Bonner, Adam will initially operate only as a private practice but 

they will be accepting names for an NHS list if the licence they 

have applied for is granted.                     Michael Jeans-Jakobsson 
 

Christmas Lights: The Lights are now safely stowed until next 

November.  With 25 years of experience to draw on, we got them 

up in good order thanks to lots of volunteers, comparatively be-

nign conditions, and the very useful introduction of Matt Dale’s 

‘loader’. Many have said how much they enjoyed the display, but 

special thanks should perhaps go to those 

whose skilled practical and electrical rigging 

ensured that everything stayed up and largely 

working through those repeatedly violent 

Christmas storms. The weather did finally force 

postponement of planned de-rigging, but we 

were lucky for the anniversary Switch-on.  

Although changing the date had caused some 

confusion, there was a good turn out for Santa 

and to see Ruth and family perform the switch 

on before enjoying carols with Revd James 

leading Pendennis Brass, Mylor School children 

and the Treverva Male Voice Choir. The Lights Committee will now 

be arranging our usual thank-you social, reviewing lessons learned 

this year and planning improvements for next. With strategic in-

vestment building on solid foundations and a lot of hard work, My-

lor’s Lights keep going and growing only with your support. Many 

thanks. 

Terry Chapman 
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Playing Fields: There have been some exciting developments 

around the Playing Field over the last few weeks. Thanks to Martin 

Jewell and Sam Heard the Multi-spinner Carousel has been 

installed and is proving to be very popular with all ages.  

(See back page for colour pictures)                  
 

The Parish Council allocated a grant to the Playing Field for the 

purchase of a line marking machine. The football pitches are now 

marked out and the tennis court will also be remarked after 

remedial work has taken place. As a result of the Harvest Auction, 

the Playing Field received a generous donation from Allan and 

Leane of Lemon Arms and this will help the development account. 

The annual Quiz Night, held in November, raised over £1,000 and 

the Committee wish to thank all who worked so hard to put on the 

event and especially all those who attended and made the event 

such a tremendous success. It was a night to remember. 

A grant application to the Gannett Foundation, the charitable arm 

of the Newsquest Group, which publishes the Falmouth Packet, has 

been successful and £10,000 has been secured to enable a Youth 

Shelter to be installed on the Playing Field. With this grant the 

committee will be able to provide a shelter that can be used by the 

whole community but which will also provide a meeting place for 

teenagers in a safe, yet visible environment.                                 

Mary Richardson 
 

Mylor and Flushing Calendar: We set about producing this 

charity fund raising project with no experience and have really 

enjoyed the enterprise. 

We would like to thank all those who allowed us to use their 

photographs and all the local businesses who advertised, donated 

and sold the calendars for us. 

With their support, we managed to raise £220 each for three 

charities: Cystic Fibrosis Trust; Mylor Playing Field; Flushing 

Bowling Green. We are delighted with the outcome and plan to do 

another in 2015 so watch this space and let us have any suitable 

local photographs for consideration. 

Haylee Leary and Steph Tresidder 

Community News and Views ~ continued 
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Local Arts and Crafts  

Mylor Movies: On the 26 February we have ‘About Time’, the hit 

comedy from Richard Curtis, creator of ‘Four Weddings and a Funeral’ 

and several other British successes. A strong cast includes the ever 

popular Bill Nighy and Lindsay Duncan.  

At the age of 21, Tim discovers that, like his father, he can travel in 

time and change what happens and has already happened in his own 

life. His decision to make his world a better place by getting a girlfriend, 

turns out not to be as easy as you might think. 

We hope that you can join us in the Tremayne Hall at 7.30 pm for what 

promises to be a very entertaining evening.                      Jo Robertson 

 

Book Group review: ‘A Possible Life’ by Sebastian Faulks. Although 

described as a novel in five parts, ‘A Possible Life’ is actually made up of 

five novellas of varying lengths. These travel across time and varying 

locations, including rural France in 1822 and a future bankrupt Italy of 

2029. Whilst each short story is self contained, small connections and 

clues link places and characters. 

As a group we felt that most of these stories could have been developed 

into full length novels in their own right. Reactions were varied, with 

some thoroughly enjoying the quality of writing and scope of subject 

matter, whilst others thought the collection as a whole more uneven, 

with some stories working better than others. For people that know 

other books by this author, there was a feeling that this was perhaps 

not his most fully realised work. It is probably best approached and 

read as a collection of short stories.                                     Sue Kinley 
 

The Trefusis Singers: Now that Christmas and the New Year 

celebrations are over, The Trefusis Singers will be resuming their 

meetings at the Methodist School Room in Mylor Bridge on Tuesday, 28 

January, when they will hold their AGM. They meet every Tuesday 

evening at 7.30 pm for rehearsals, their two main concerts being in 

June and December at The Tremayne Hall. However, during the year 

they also perform at other venues, giving much pleasure to their 

audiences and always being asked to return the following year. 

The Trefusis Singers are a small choir who love singing, especially in 

parts. Our Musical Director, Bridget Westlake says that ‘Singing is a 

beauty therapy and is very good for the face muscles’. If there are any 

budding singers out there, why not give us a try? You would be very 

welcome. Please contact me on 01326 619019.               Irene Gardiner 
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THE 

LEMON ARMS 

Allan & Leane Rose 

Welcome You 

Good Food and a Friendly Atmosphere 

Large Car Park - Garden 

Mylor Bridge, Falmouth, Cornwall TR11 5NA 

01326 373666 

 

Conscious Parenting Course 

 

 

 

 
 

Being a parent is the most important job you will ever have 
 

Next course starts Wed 29 Jan 2014   9.30am - 12.30pm 
 

Venue neat Falmouth 
 

Call Nicky Rangecroft  07971 520391 

Email: info@nickyrangecroft.co.uk 
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Health and Fitness ~ Rhiannon Parsons 

Flexibility For Men 

Yoga and Pilates classes tend to be dominated by 

women in the UK, but yoga was originally devised 

by men, for men and is practised by millions of 

men worldwide. Men generally have bulkier, tighter muscles than 

women and this can lead to problems of tension with associated 

pain. It is vital for men to spend time stretching on a daily basis, 

not just to improve their physical condition, but also to help relax 

and de-stress. 

Why do men have the problem in the first place?  

 Testosterone causes muscles to become stronger and bulkier. 

 Men’s connective tissues are bulkier than women’s. 

 Men tend to work with heavier weights.  

 Too few men stretch regularly. 

This can go to the nth degree – picture the 

world’s strongest men: big shoulders; huge 

arms and thighs; massive chest muscles; wide 

bull neck; solid calves.      Here’s an example: - 

So they can’t physically bend completely at the joints because 

their muscles actually get in the way. While this may not be a real 

problem for some of the men reading Mylor Magazine, for most 

the benefits of stretching can be tremendously helpful. For some it 

can even be life-changing. 

The principles of yoga and pilates are to develop longer, leaner 

muscles, partly through the way the exercises are performed, but 

also because of the time spent stretching. Within this, you also 

benefit from mental relaxation. If you suffer from tight muscles, 

especially in the legs, shoulders and back, you might do well to 

use a stretch routine regularly. If a Yoga for Men or a Pilates 

Stretch class lack appeal, then why not get a Personal Trainer 

involved? They will spend time with you, one-to-one, identifying 

how best to help you get the most from your body, regardless of 

age and fitness. Well worth a try! 
 

www.welcomingfitness.co.uk 
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These days our homes are built from many different materials 

sourced from many parts of the world. Yet most of our older village 

houses started out very close to home. Take Flushing, for instance, 

where a certain Mr Francis Andrew once played an important part 

in a house's beginnings. Read about it in this extract from an 

article by Mr FW Tardrew: 

Most of the houses in the village were built of stone from the 

nearest quarry, that is from the quarries at New Quay and 

behind the Wesleyan Chapel. A Mr Francis Andrew would walk 

from Penryn dressed in a black suit and bowler hat, carrying a 

Gladstone bag which contained his explosives and fuses. On 

arrival at the quarry, he would survey the part that he was 

going to use and get someone to drill a hole in the exact place 

he had marked. When the hole was the correct depth, he 

would place the charge and fuse, take cover and light the fuse. 

When the dust had settled he would pack his bag and walk 

back to Penryn. 

Gilbert's Farm, at Rosehill, Mylor, usually supplied the horses 

to carry the stone and other heavy materials. Their horses 

were used in unloading the coal boats. 

(This extract is taken from the article ‘From Donkey Cart to 

Juggernaut’, by FW Tardrew. It is a very informative and often 

amusing account of the history of transport in Flushing from 1916 

to 1979, and was serialised in the Mylor Newsletter from August 

1979 to March 1980.) 
 

Apology: Last month, in my article about the Mylor Railway I said 

that Tom Bradley drew the maps and plans we now have in our 

archive. Following this, Jean Clapham, a retired architect who lives 

in Mylor, phoned to tell me that it was actually she who did the 

drawings to illustrate Tom Bradley’s articles. Sorry about this, Jean 

and thanks for being so understanding about it. 

Margaret Whysall  Mylor Local History Group 

The Archive Centre in the Tremayne Hall is open during Thursday afternoons. 

Do call in and have tea with us. You can find us on the website 

www.tremaynehall.org                                         Jill Quilliam 01326 376403 

Local History ~ A New House 
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Mylor by Night 

Where do you think this picture was taken from? Answer on page 51.                                                                        Photograph: James Duffy 



Mylor by Night 

Where do you think this picture was taken from? Answer on page 51.                                                                        Photograph: James Duffy 
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GET THE BEST RESULTS 

from 

LEVICK AND JENKIN WINDOWS 

(High quality uPVC windows, doors, conservatories & 

porches) 

 

 

For a free, no obligation quote, contact: 

DAVID JENKIN (01326) 377582 

 Expertly fitted 

 Internally beaded 

 Fully guaranteed 

 A energy rated 

 

                      Wood burning & multi-fuel stoves installed 

  NOW is the time to have your wood-burning stove serviced & chimney swept! 

 

Help your wood-burning stove burn more efficiently. 

Book your annual maintenance and repair treatment for trouble-free warmth this winter. 

 

Problems resolved: Full service includes: 

 Birds’ nests 

 Smoky fires 

 Missing cowls 

 Leaking flues 

 Tired stoves 

 Sweeping chimney 

 Repainting stove 

 Cleaning glass 

 Replacing rope seal 

 Certificate of Annual Maintenance 

 

the stove doctors 

Call George on 07815 741240    

Email: george@thestovedoctors.com 
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Wildwatch: ~ Dorrit Smith 
In January’s edition I wrote about going on the 

‘Wildwatch’ and enjoying some stuff for free! Well, 

here is this month’s challenge. If you go out and 

look under some loose stones in the hedgerow or 

your garden, you will almost certainly find some hibernating snails. 

They may be garden snails, (Helix aspersa) or perhaps the white lipped 

snail with a striped shell (Cepaea hortensis). If you pick 

one up you will see that its opening is sealed with a 

crisp film of mucus. This prevents drying out. The 

animal inside is completely dormant. Snails hibernate 

(winter sleep) when the temperature falls below a 

certain level and they cannot find food. They also 

‘hibernate’ in hot summers when there is drought. This 

is called aestivation (summer sleep) rather than hibernation but it 

amounts to the same thing. The snail lives off stored fat until conditions 

are right for it. In hot countries you will often see them clustered at the 

top of their dried out food plant. If you find them hibernating this 

winter, put them back and gently replace the stone.  

There are over 100 species of land snail in Britain. I 

wonder how many more you could spot during the year? 

Their shells and their spirals are all different so it is not too 

difficult and there is plenty of information on line. Snails 

are fairly long lived, between 5 and 25 years for most. The 

garden snail has a top speed of 50 meters per hour. Snails 

can see well, in fact their eyes are very similar to our own except that 

they are on long stalks. The second set of tentacles, under the eye 

stalks, house the organs which enable the snail to smell food and you 

too, if you get close.  

Garden snails are hermaphrodites. That means each snail has both male 

and female sex organs. They don't need a partner to produce fertile 

eggs but they seem to prefer mating with a partner, which helps to 

keep a good gene mix. Their love life is strange and includes firing ‘love 

darts’ at each other. Something else to look up on the internet! The 

eggs are usually laid in a shallow hole in the ground. Each egg hatches 

into a tiny snail after about four weeks. The 

shell of the snail grows as the snail's body 

grows. Baby garden snails take about two years 

to reach adult size. Happy hunting.  

There will be something else to find next month. 
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Dedicated to serving the community with a wide 

selection of fresh fruit and veg with freshly baked 

bread, pasties and pastries. Also a good range of 

wine, dairy and general groceries.  

Open seven days a week, 8am - 8 pm 
(Except Winter Sundays - 6.30 pm)                     01326 373615 

Mylor Stores  

Debbie and Adrian’s 

Traditional  

Fish and Chips 

End of Bonython Close every Saturday 4.30 - 7.00 pm 

Available for hire for Weddings, 

Parties, Fairs and Special Events 

Phone: 01726 861228 or  

mobile 07963 277883 

Email: debbieandadrian@live.co.uk 

Covering the whole of 

Cornwall and Devon 
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At the time of writing this column I am just two days away from 

flying to New Zealand for a month. It usually creates one of two 

reactions when you tell people about the trip. One sector does the 

“it’s alright for you” response. The others are of the view that you 

must grab chances that present themselves and make the most of 

life. Obviously, I share the latter view. 

Part of the draw is that Jillie’s brother lives out there, as does his 

son, daughter-in-law and two granddaughters. As good an excuse 

as I need to head south of the Equator. Apart from being fit and 

able enough to go, it is great to have the peace of mind knowing 

that all is well back on the farm. All the crops that we sowed in 

October are looking a treat. There is no slug or aphid damage, 

there is a good plant count and the plants are looking strong and 

healthy. Most of the essential hedge trimming is done and we even 

managed to get some ploughing under our belts before Christmas 

ready for the spring sowing. 

Unlike many farmers I am 

lucky in that I am in 

partnership with my brother.  

We agree on most matters big 

and small with regard to 

running the farm and it 

means that either of us can 

go away at a quiet time of 

year and any matters arising 

will be dealt with. 

Apart from visiting family and doing the usual touristy stuff, we will 

be calling in on Stephen Hyde. Stephen used to live near 

Constantine and is from a farming family but with prospects here 

not looking that great he headed out to New Zealand. He is now 

dairy farming and married to a local girl and has two young 

children. It will be great to see him and his family and get a taste 

of a very different style of farming on the Canterbury Plains south 

of Christchurch. I will report on this when I get back. Plus I will of 

course be trying their beer – strictly for comparative reasons.  

Farming Notes ~ Matthew Dale 
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Mel Brooks 
Plumbing and Heating 

Building maintenance 
Wood burners and solid fuel 

Fires servicing and installation 

Chimney sweeping 

All kinds of work undertaken 

 

 

Oil Boilers and AGAs 

Servicing, repairs and 

installation. 
 

Get ready for winter 

Trewardrea 

Bonython Close 

Mylor Bridge 

tel: 07803 429817 

  or 01326 619168 

 

 
  

4, 6 & 8 YARD SKIPS AVAILABLE  
FOR SCRAP AND WASTE 

SCRAP METAL DEALER & SKIP HIRE 

FULLY LICENSED WASTE TRANSFER STATION 

OPEN FOR TRADE WASTE 

01326 373345 

OPEN MON-FRI 8:00AM-5:00pm SATURDAY 8:30am-4:00Ppm 

TRANSFER STATION MON-FERI 8:00am-5:00pm SATURDAY 8:30AM-1:00pm 
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REDUNDANT BUILDINGS WANTED TO PURCHASEREDUNDANT BUILDINGS WANTED TO PURCHASE  

Within 15 miles of Mylor 

We have been successfully revitalising all sorts of structures 

for 40 years through sympathetic restoration and conversion 

Ring Chris Perkins in confidence on 01326 378742 

or write/email to: 

 

 

 

 

Porloe, Mylor, Falmouth, TR11 5UD 

Email chris@porloe.com 
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On the Water ~ by Nautilus 

Classic boat refurbishments: 

Mylor Yacht Harbour is working 

on a beautiful McGruer designed 

8m cruiser called Altricia (shown 

arriving at the yard on a lorry - 

hardly a trailer/sailor!) 

Meanwhile, Pendennis shipyard 

are refitting a fantastic 42m Ger-

man ketch called Rebecca, origi-

nally built by Pendennis in 1999. 

The refit includes interior and  

engine overhauls and she will be 

relaunched next year with a new 

teak deck. 
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CREEKSIDE COTTAGES 

NR FALMOUTH, CORNWALL 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Situated by the wooded creeks around the Fal Estuary and Carrick 

Roads, we offer a fine collection of individual waters-edge, rural and 

village cottages sleeping from 2 – 10 persons. 

 
Whatever the time of year, there is always something hap-

pening that makes Cornwall special; perfect for family and 

friends 

 
Cottages available throughout the year: open fires, dogs welcome. 

Telephone: 01326 375972 

www.creeksidecottages.co.uk 
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When comfort comes first, we deliver 

End of Season             Sale 

Up to £25 Off!!   
Falmouth Methodist Church Hall 

The Moor  9 am - 3 pm 

Thursday 6th & Friday 7th Feb. 

01326 317921 

www.comfyshoes2u.co.uk 
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More about ~ Dr Terry Chapman 

It is often said that if you want a job doing, you 

should ask a busy man. With all his retirement 

interests, Terry personifies such a man, so 

when looking for an new member for the maga-

zine editorial team, he was an obvious choice. 

Add to that his quiet charm and innate modesty 

and there is no one better I could ask, so I was 

delighted when he agreed.  

Born in Walthamstow, Essex and brought up in 

Sunningdale, Berkshire, Terry joined the Royal 

Navy at 16 as a trainee air artificer – the equivalent of a civilian engi-

neering apprentice. He was required to sign on in advance for 12 years 

from age 18, so nearly 14 years total. He did his training at Torpoint 

and in Arbroath and eventually became a Petty Officer working at an air 

station in Haverfordwest. 

In 1969 he transferred to RNAS Culdrose with their first squadron of 

Sea Kings which are still a familiar sight (and sound!) over Mylor. In 

1970 he embarked on Ark Royal (number four of that name) with the 

first seaborne Sea Kings. 

In 1974 and back at Culdrose he gained his commission as an officer, 

rising to the high rank of Commander in 1988 when he embarked on 

the last Ark Royal as officer in charge of air engineering facilities. He 

also worked at RNAS Yeovilton from which he finally retired in 1995. Not 

one to let the grass grow under his feet, he immediately applied to  

Plymouth University to do a degree in Contemporary History with  

English. Gaining his degree, he then went on to post-graduate work at 

Exeter University and gained his PhD with a doctorial thesis on ‘The  

National Dock Scheme in Cornwall’, about which he recently gave a very 

interesting talk to the local history group in the Tremayne Hall. He and 

Lyn had married in Falmouth in 1998 and initially lived in Devoran but 

they eventually moved to Mylor in 2009 and have since thrown them-

selves into the life of the village. 

Terry’s activities include chairman of the Christmas Lights committee, 

being on the Tremayne Hall management committee, an enthusiastic 

member of the Local History Group and an active supporter of Penryn 

Rotary. Lyn belongs to Garden Club and is a Lunch Club helper amongst 

many other things. They enjoy their lovely garden in Penoweth and love 

being part of the Mylor community. 

We are lucky to have them.                             Michael Jeans-Jakobsson  
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Hair There and Everywhere! 
Professional Hairdressing  

in your own home 

Contact Lesley 01326 375545 

Mylor Electrician 

Part time Electrician available for small jobs 

Fault finding - Repair - Replacement 

Emergency callout - Landlord Certificates 

Nathan Hume   07910 571848 

nathan@nelectric.co.uk 
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Local gardener providing a professional service 

 

 

Mylor Bridge  

01326 373713 

We have a fine selection 

of locally soured Quality 

Meats, Free Range 

Poultry, Hand made 

Sausages, Pasties & 

Sausage Rolls. 

Home to rent wanted 
 

from March/April 2014 

Mylor or Flushing area 
 

Long term rental sought by 

retired professional gentleman. 
 

Unfurnished, 2 to 4 beds, 

preferably with garage and 

garden. However, anything, in 

any condition may be 

considered. Responsible, 

careful, quiet tenant with no 

children or pets. Advance rent 

and local references available. 
 

mylorbridge@outlook.com 

Or text 07798 896629  

with number to contact 
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Waterings Boatyard 
Mylor Creek 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Builders of traditional craft in GRP 

Rigging and General boat repairs 
 

Sam Heard Boat Builder 
Tel: 07977 239341 

 

Email: samheardmylor@hotmail.co.uk 

Tosher 20 



Across 
 

8 Interrogated (Acts 12:19) (5-8) 

9 ‘Burn it in a wood fire on the — heap’  

(Leviticus 4:12) (3) 

10 Tobit, Judith, Baruch and the books of Esdras 

and the Maccabees are part of it (9) 

11 Science fiction (abbrev.) (3-2) 

13 Clay pit (anag.) (7) 

16 Went to (John 4:46) (7) 

19 ‘Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of 

God’s mercy, to — your bodies as living sacrifices’  

(Romans 12:1) (5) 

22 David’s plea to God concerning those referred to 

in 14 Down: ‘On — — let them escape’ (Psalm 

56:7) (2,7) 

24 Royal Automobile Club (1,1,1)  

25 How the book of Ezekiel refers to God more than 

200 times (Ezekiel 2:4) (9,4) 
 

Down 
 

1 Seas (Proverbs 8:24) (6) 

2 One of the sons of Eli the priest, killed in battle by 

the Philistines (1 Samuel 4:11) (6) 
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Down (continued) 

3 Specialist in the study of the Muslim religion (8) 

4 ‘Do not rebuke an older man harshly, but — him as 

if he were your father’ (1 Timothy 5:1) (6) 

5 One of Esau’s grandsons (Genesis 36:11) (4) 

6 Taking a chance (colloq.) (2,4) 

7 God’s instructions to the Israelites concerning grain 

offerings: ‘ — salt to — your offerings’  

(Leviticus 2:13) (3,3) 

12 Confederation of British Industry (1,1,1) 

14 ‘All day long they twist my words; they are always 

— to harm me’ (Psalm 56:5) (8) 

15 The crowd’s reaction to Jesus bringing back to life 

a widow’s son in Nain (Luke 7:16) (3) 

16 Disappear (Psalm 104:35) (6) 

17 How Jeremiah was likely to die if he wasn’t res-

cued from the cistern  (Jeremiah 38:9) (6) 

18 What the prophets do to a wall, with whitewash  

(Ezekiel 13:10, RSV) (4,2) 

20 Made by a plough (Job 39:10) (6) 

21 Noah was relieved when the flood waters continued 

to — (Genesis 8:5) (6) 

23 Jesus gave the Twelve the power and authority to 

do this to diseases (Luke 9:1) (4) 
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HELLO BLINDS 

 

BRIGHTEN THE  

WINTER BLUES 

 

 

TOP QUALITY AND STYLE  

SHUTTERS, WOODEN  

AND ALUMINIUM VENETIAN,  

ROLLER & VERTICAL BLINDS 
 

VELUX & CONSERVATORY  

SPECIALIST 
 

Phone for a free, no obligation,  

no gimmick survey 
 

01872 870687 
 

LOCAL ESTABLISHED  

FAMILY BUSINESS 

 

Louise Clearances 
Nancorras, Herniss 

Cornwall TR10 9DU 

Tel: 07779 517749 

 

FULL OR PART HOUSE/GARAGE CLEARANCES 

Household, Furniture, Bric-a-Brac, Ornaments, 

Good Quality Clothing & Footwear. 

Turn your unwanted gold or silver into CASH! 

Commission Sales considered 
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  Sarah Newton MP 

   For Truro and Falmouth 

 

Working hard for my constituents is my first priority. 

I hold regular advice surgeries and am happy to meet with you to 

discuss your concerns.  

Please get in touch with me and I will be happy to help. 
 

Contact Details: 

18 Lemon Street, Truro, Cornwall TR1 1LZ 

Phone: 01872 274 760            Website: www.sarahnewton.org.uk 
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STEPHEN ANDREW 

PAINTING & DECORATING SERVICE 

 GENERAL HANDYMAN 

 GOOD RATES 

 RELIABLE. 

 NO JOB TOO SMALL 

The Top Flat 

22, Lemon Hill, Mylor Bridge 
Tel:- 01326 375903 Mobile:- 07796 590570 

FOR A FRIENDLY AND LOCAL SERVICE 
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All Contributions and Advertising to:  
mylormagazine@hotmail.co.uk or 01326 374767 

 

Available from: Mylor Stores, Newsagent, Post Office,  
St Mylor Church, All Saints Church, the Methodist Chapel,  
Lemon Arms, Hair Design and Cafe Mylor at the harbour. 

 

Also available online in full colour at:  
www.tremaynehall.org then click on ‘magazine’ in menu 

 

Printing and Binding: Leaflet Express (see advert on p42) 
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Where was the centre pages picture taken from? 

Pillars Road 

New Neighbours? If somebody has moved in near you recently, how 

about dropping a copy of the magazine through their letterbox by way 

of an introduction and welcome to the village? 

New Ideas? If you have an idea that you think might be of general 

interest, why not submit it. Don’t be shy. If you’re not sure how to go 

about it, contact us and we can help you put your idea into print and 

share it with the rest of the community. 

Contributions can be made in text, Microsoft Word, rich text files (rtf) or 

jpg attachments—or even on paper! 



 
New equipment 

on our Playing 

Field.  

See article on 

page 15. 


